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Abstract
Abstract

We
Wepresent
presentquantitative
quantitativestar
starformation
formationhistory
historyof
ofthe
thenearby
nearby(D=3.0
(D=3.0Mpc)
Mpc)dwarf
dwarfgalaxy
galaxyUGCA
UGCA92.
92.This
Thisirregular
irregulardwarf
dwarfisissituated
situatedininthe
the
vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the Local
Local Group
Group of
of galaxies
galaxies inin the
the zone
zone of
of strong
strong Galactic
Galactic extinction
extinction (IC
(IC 342
342 group
group of
of galaxies).
galaxies). The
The galaxy
galaxy was
was observed
observed
within
within our
our HST/ACS
HST/ACS project
project number
number 9771
9771 (PI
(PI I.I. Karachentsev)
Karachentsev) and
and resolved
resolved into
into stars
stars including
including old
old red
red giant
giant branch.
branch. We
We have
have
constructed
constructedmodels
modelsof
ofthe
theresolved
resolvedstellar
stellarpopulations
populationsand
andmeasured
measuredstar
starformation
formationrate
rateand
andmetallicity
metallicitydependence
dependenceon
ontime.
time.According
According
to
toour
ourmeasurements,
measurements,the
themain
mainstar
starformation
formationactivity
activityperiod
periodoccurred
occurredabout
about88--14
14Gyr
Gyrago.
ago.There
Therestars
starslooks
looksmostly
mostlymetal-poor,
metal-poor,with
with
the
the mean
mean metallicity
metallicity [Fe/H]
[Fe/H] of
of about
about -1.5
-1.5 -- -2.0
-2.0 dex.
dex. There
There are
are indications
indications of
of recent
recent star
star formation
formation starting
starting about
about 22 Gyr
Gyr ago
ago and
and
enhanced
enhancedmoderately
moderatelytill
tillto
toour
ourtime.
time.ItItisisvery
verylikely
likelythat
thatthe
theongoing
ongoingstar
starformation
formationperiod
periodhas
hashigher
highermetallicity
metallicityof
ofabout
about-0.6-0.6--0.3
-0.3dex.
dex.
In
Inour
ourstudy
studywe
wealso
alsohave
haveanalysed
analysedthe
thespatial
spatialstructure
structureofofthe
theIC
IC342
342group
groupand
andits
itspossible
possibleinfluence
influenceon
onthe
thestar
starformation
formationactivity.
activity.

Observations
Observationsand
andphotometry
photometry

The
Thedwarf
dwarfirregular
irregulargalaxy
galaxyUGCA
UGCA92
92was
wasobserved
observedaboard
aboard
HST
HSTusing
usingAdvanced
AdvancedCamera
Camerafor
forSurveys
Surveyswithin
withinour
ourproject
project
number
number 9771
9771 (PI
(PI I.I. Karachentsev).
Karachentsev). Two
Two exposures
exposures were
were
made
made with
with the
the filters
filters F606W
F606W (V)
(V) and
and F814W
F814W (I).
(I). The
The
photometry
photometry ofof resolved
resolved stars
stars inin the
the galaxy
galaxy was
was made
made with
with
the
the DOLPHOT
DOLPHOT package.
package. ACS
ACS image
image ofof the
the galaxy
galaxy and
and
resulting
resulting colour-magnitude
colour-magnitude diagram
diagram are
are presented
presented inin Fig.1.
Fig.1.
All
All resolved
resolved stars
stars are
are significantly
significantly shifted
shifted toto the
the redder
redder
colours
coloursdue
duetotohigh
highextinction
extinctionininthe
thezone
zoneofofthe
theMilky
MilkyWay
Way
(E(B-V)=0.79±0.13,
(E(B-V)=0.79±0.13,Schlegel
Schlegeletetal.
al.1998).
1998).

Fig.1 HST/ACS image of UGCA92 in F606W filter (left panel). The image size is 3.4x3.4

arcmin. The CMD of UGCA92 (right panel). Magnitudes are not corrected for Galactic
extinction. The galaxy distance is 3.0 Mpc. Padova theoretical isochrones corresponding to
the mean age and metallicity of detected star formation episodes were overplotted: "1" is
Z=0.008,t=10 Myr; "2" - Z=0.001,t=50 Myr; "3" - Z=0.0004,t=150 Myr; "4" - Z=0.0004,t=13
Gyr.

Star
StarFormation
FormationHistory
History

The
The star
star formation
formation history
history (Fig.
(Fig. 2)
2) was
was determined
determined from
from the
the CMD
CMD using
using our
our
StarProbe
StarProbe package
package (Makarov,
(Makarov, Makarova
Makarova 2004).
2004). According
According toto our
our measurements,
measurements,
the
themain
mainstar
starformation
formationevent
eventhas
hasoccurred
occurredininthe
theperiod
period12
12--14
14Gyr
Gyrago
agowith
withthe
the
-1
rather
ratherhigh
highmean
meanstar
starformation
formationrate
rate(SFR)
(SFR)about
about1.4±0.1
1.4±0.110
10-1MMsolsol/yr.
/yr.ItItisisthe
thetotal
total
SFR
SFR over
over the
the whole
whole galaxy.
galaxy. The
The metallicity
metallicity range
range for
for the
the most
most stars
stars isis about
about
[Fe/H]=[-2.0:-1.5]
[Fe/H]=[-2.0:-1.5]dex.
dex.This
Thisinitial
initialburst
burstaccounts
accountsfor
forabout
about86
86%
%ofofthe
thetotal
totalmass
massofof
formed
formedstars.
stars.There
Thereare
aresigns
signsofofmarginal
marginalstar
starformation
formation44--88Gyr
Gyrago.
ago.There
Thereare
are
also
also indications
indications ofof recent
recent star
star formation
formation starting
starting about
about 1.5
1.5 -- 22 Gyr
Gyr ago
ago and
and
enhanced
enhancedmoderately
moderatelytill
tilltotoour
ourtime.
time.The
Themean
meanSFR
SFRofofthe
thestars
starswhich
whichwere
wereformed
formed
-2
ininthe
thelast
last500
500Myr
Myrisisabout
about3.6±0.2
3.6±0.210
10-2 MMsolsol/yr
/yrand
andthe
themean
meanmetallicity
metallicityisisabout
about
-0.6
-0.6 toto -0.3
-0.3 dex.
dex. The
The metallicity
metallicity ofof the
the recent
recent star
star formation
formation event
event isis determining
determining
with
with large
large uncertainty
uncertainty due
due toto relatively
relatively poor
poor statistic
statistic inin comparison
comparison ofof sufficiently
sufficiently
more
morenumerous
numerousold
oldstars.
stars.

Fig. 2 The star formation history of UGCA92. Top panel shows

the star formation rate (Msol/yr) against the age of the stellar
populations. The bottom panel represents the metallicity of stellar
content as function of age.

Star
Starformation
formationand
andenvironment
environment

The
The two
two galaxy
galaxy subgroups,
subgroups, around
around IC342
IC342 and
and around
around Maffei1/Maffei2
Maffei1/Maffei2 could
could be
be
seen
seen inin Fig.
Fig. 3.3. Most
Most ofof the
the complex
complex members
members are
are dwarf
dwarf irregular
irregular galaxies.
galaxies. The
The
absence
absence ofof dwarf
dwarf spheroidal
spheroidal satellites
satellites subsystem
subsystem inin the
the group
group can
can imply
imply that
that
dSphs
dSphs still
stillwere
werenot
not discovered,
discovered,because
becausetheir
their lower
lower surface
surfacebrightness
brightness and
and high
high
galactic
galactic extinction
extinction put
put serious
serious observational
observational limitation.
limitation. UGCA92
UGCA92 isis traditionally
traditionally
considering
considering as
as the
the companion
companion toto famous
famous starburst
starburst galaxy
galaxy NGC1569.
NGC1569. They
They have
have
close
=89
km/s
for
UGCA92
and
VVLG=88
km/s
for
NGC1569).
closeradial
radialvelocities
velocities(V
(VLG
=89
km/s
for
UGCA92
and
=88
km/s
for
NGC1569).
LG
LG
The
Thelinear
lineardistance
distancebetween
betweenthe
thegalaxies
galaxiesisisD=0.36
D=0.36Mpc.
Mpc.The
Theinfluence
influenceofofUGCA92
UGCA92
often
often considered
considered as
as probable
probable reason
reason ofof the
the burst
burst ofof star
star formation
formation inin NGC1569.
NGC1569.
However,
However,all
allthe
thedata
dataknown
knowntotodate
datecould
couldnot
notgive
giveus
usthe
theparticular
particularage,
age,when
whenthe
the
series
seriesofofdistinct
distinctintensive
intensivestar
starbursts
burstsininNGC1569
NGC1569was
wasstarted.
started.Our
Ourdata
dataon
onrecent
recent
star
starformation
formationininthe
thecompanion
companionUGCA92
UGCA92galaxy
galaxyshow
showsubstantial
substantialand
andcontinuous
continuous
star
star formation
formation inin the
the last
last 500
500 Myr,
Myr, which,
which, probably,
probably, does
does not
not indicate
indicate direct
direct
connection
connectionbetween
betweenrecent
recentstar
starformation
formationininthe
thetwo
twogalaxies.
galaxies.

Fig. 3 The 3D structure of the IC342 group. Size of the data
cube is 1.8x1.8x1.8 Mpc. IC342 is placed in the center. The
morphological types of the objects are coded by colour from
the early types (E, red) to the late types (Irr, dark blue).

